The Bang & Olufsen Home Integration philosophy
At Bang & Olufsen we strive to enhance your living space by seamlessly integrating your systems and your home. All our products belong to a proud legacy of design and engineering. A statement of timeless excellence that ensures that each new generation is as compatible with the past, as it is the future. Our products blend seamlessly with all your available intelligent systems. With just one touch of your remote you can create unique moods to match your daily activity: a simplicity that soon becomes so addictive you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.

A welcome home
Imagine a home that welcomes you the minute you step through the door. After keying in the alarm code the lights turn on, the curtains glide open and your favourite music starts to play while the thermostat automatically adjusts to your preferred temperature.
This is the power of Bang & Olufsen home integration. Virtually everything you own is yours to control. All, at the touch of a button.
THE BEOVISION ADVANTAGE

SCREEN TECHNOLOGY

SUPERIOR ACOUSTICS
Build-in high-performance acoustics for 3.1 stereo, enabled by 8 speaker drivers.

PUC (Peripheral unit controller)
Seamless integration and B&O remote control of any connected third party product. B2B integration interfaces

BEOLINK & CONNECTIVITY
BeoLink enabled. Multi-room and remote/app protocol. Controllable from BeoLink Gateway. Standard Wifi, BT and BTLE. HDMI video distribution

UX CONCEPTS;
AV-Integration, One-remote, Curtains, Mybutton, OneTouch, FTS, P&P and UI

‘HOME THEATER’ TV
Fusion of Audio, Video & Control for the luxurious AV near-theater experience. Build-in surround-sound decoders

ADVANCED SENSOR
360°, light and chromatic sensor. Signature design element

SPEAKER CONNECTIVITY
Immaculate wireless sound and wired Powerlink connections can drive up to 16 active speakers concurrently

SOUND CONCEPTS
Sound zones, sound adapted to speaker layout, automatic sound-mode selection, smart-bass distribution, automatic bass adaptation...

ICONIC INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Genuine materials, crafted quality and a design with a purpose, a language and a story

MECHANICAL MAGIC
Unfolding and moving: Speaker-bar, moving floor-stand and moving wall-bracket control, all precisely choreographed with picture Curtain

ADVANCED SENSOR
360° light and chromatic sensor, signature design element.
BANG & OLUFSEN TELEVISIONS

SMART AND EVER EVOLVING ANDROID TV / 4k UHD
Our TV’s are powered by the ever evolving Android TV™ platform. The software provides fast and easy access to an endless amount of Internet-based content. On top of that you can access all of the other exciting applications you have come to rely on for entertainment, news and gaming.

The integrated Google Cast technology lets you share movies, photos and music straight from your mobile phone or tablet to your TV at the touch of a single button.

WORKS LIKE A STEREO
The sheer magnitude and finesse of our TV speakers allows you to use the TV as a music system too. The access to Deezer, Spotify and TuneIn Radio gives you millions of songs and thousands of Internet radio stations right there from your screen. Easy.
**BeoSound Moment**
BeoSound Moment is an intelligent, wireless music system that integrates your music and streaming services into one.

With just one touch on the solid wood interface, you can instantly start a continuous, high-performance sound experience that fits your mood preference, creating precisely the atmosphere you are looking for, day or night. Flip the wooden plate and you have a 7” touch screen for convenient music browsing.

**BeoSound Essence - The light switch for music.**
BeoSound Essence is a simple, elegant one-touch music system. An entirely new way to have iconic Bang & Olufsen sound, at your fingertip.

BeoSound Essence consists of two components: A remote and a hideaway box. Add any Bang & Olufsen active speakers for a truly groundbreaking experience.

**BeoSound 1/2/35 and BeoPlay A5/A6/A9**
Iconic in shape, elegant in appearance and gorgeous in sound, Each of these music systems is a one-point music system capable of handling all of your music needs. All you need is a digital music source and the music system will take care of the rest - and make beautiful sounds flow through your home with ease.

Connect using AirPlay, DLNA or Bluetooth 4.0 and you will be playing your music in a matter of seconds. And built-in access to Spotify Connect, Deezer and TuneIn gives you access to their millions of songs, playlists and radio stations.
Explore the artist’s true intentions with the captivating sound of Bang & Olufsen.

Music is emotion expressed through sound. Melodies, rhythms and vibrations that swell the air with feelings. Passion, sent to move you.

At Bang & Olufsen we have shared this passion for sound since 1925. Perfecting techniques that reproduce audio as close to its original form as possible. Our speakers are designed to transform a room, allowing you to drift off into the music the moment you press ‘play’.

Bang & Olufsen's acoustical, electrical and mechanical engineers work closely together to make sure that only the finest audio fills a room, ensuring those within the ultimate experience.

There is even an option to connect the speakers wirelessly to your TV or audio system to avoid the cable mess, but at the same time not compromising the audio quality, using Immaculate Wireless Sound by Bang & Olufsen.
CELESTIAL

The Celestial in-ceiling speakers combine great sound performance with flexibility and simple installation and the ability to match even the most progressive interior design. The Celestial speaker range is designed with solutions that can give you discrete background music listening, high performance listening and an involving home theater experience.

PALATIAL

The Palatial in-wall speakers blend in perfectly with any interior décor. The Palatial in-wall speaker range is made for active listening. Whether you like listening to music or want an invisible home theater in your living room, the Palatial in-wall speakers will be the right choice for you.
BeoLink Multioom – Sound everywhere
All Bang & Olufsen televisions and music systems are capable of distributing audio to and from each other. With our controllers you can control any audio source in any room and expand the experience to more rooms.

Play different music in different rooms… … or play the same music in multiple rooms at the same time
BeoLink Multiroom - One touch operation
Starting your TV or audio experience should not be complicated. From any product it is possible to start a new or listen to an ongoing experience by a single touch on the product.

Built-in sources
- tunein
- DEEZER
- chromecast
- AirPlay
- Bluetooth®
- Spotify

BeoLink Multiroom – BeoLink 2 App
Taking music browsing to the next level. Using the BeoLink 2 App makes it simple and elegant to control the music experiences across the entire home.
**BeoLink Multiroom – Future Proof**

Like no other manufacturer, Bang & Olufsen offers customers a long life with their Bang & Olufsen solution.

You can start with one simple setup and add products over time and in more rooms as you like. Our system takes basic operation of older products into account as well as ensures that new developments can become part of the complete integrated experience.

In addition, your products remain up-to-date through software updates that provides you with new features and functions, so the longevity and value of a Bang & Olufsen product is significantly different from the market.
One remote to rule them all...
Using the Bang & Olufsen remote of your choice it is possible to control all the peripheral devices integrated with your TV like a Blu-Ray player, Apple TV etc. Even a Home Automation system can be controlled using your B&O remote when integrated via a BeoLink Gateway.

MyButtons
Using the MyButtons the TV can capture all your favorite settings like speaker group, volume, source, stand position and much more on the TV and store them for later re-use.
BeoLink Advanced - Video distribution
Video distribution from a centralized location with sources is possible through HDMI matrixes from our partner Atlona. All sources are controlled using the BeoRemote One.
All our Bang & Olufsen products integrate with each other using BeoLink, but we also take our products to a next level of integration. With a BeoLink Gateway we can enable other systems to be part of the BeoLink experience.
BeoLink Gateway

Integration can normally be a complex programming task, but with a Bang & Olufsen system we have done most of the programming for you. It leaves back a simple web based configuration of the different systems to be interfaced to.

The BeoLink Gateway unifies the way you control different systems from different manufacturers. Another great feature is that it can act as a translator between systems so that i.e. it is possible to use a Lutron keypad to control your Philips Hue lights or to open your Velux windows from a KNX based keypad. The possibilities are endless.
A universal remote
Your Bang & Olufsen remote is the only remote your home will ever need. “Single trigger actions” place the perfect experience at the touch of button, while our BeoLink App for iPhone or iPad gives you access over your home system - even from outside your home. It redefines a whole new dimension of control.

Set the scene
Surroundings are just as important as the activity itself. Set the perfect scene with just a touch of your remote. “Cinema” setting dims your lights and starts your movie, intensifying the sound to sharpen the senses. "Good Morning" opens the curtains, turns your lights on and tunes the radio to your favorite station, while the coffee machine brews up a fresh cup to welcome you out of bed.

The user can even make their own scenes directly via the BeoLink App, so that they can customize the system to their needs, as they change over time.
**A dedicated stylish Bang & Olufsen control panel for the home**

Our products and home automation can easily be operated via a BeoRemote One, via the Home Control menu on our televisions or via using the BeoLink App on an iPad or iPhone.

When wanting a fixed location from where the functions of the house can be operated, we have beautiful aluminum holders available, in which an iPad Air or iPad mini can be mounted. It is available for either on-wall or in-wall mounting and there is both portrait and landscape mount available.
Control your home from your television
A new great feature with all of our Network Link televisions is that you can bring a Home Control menu up on the TV screen. Using your preferred Bang & Olufsen remote control, you can then control all home automation equipment from the menu and get status information from light, shades, climate control and watch the video from your IP cameras.
3rd Party Home Automation systems

In some cases, customers may have an existing home automation system they wish to utilize, or a higher level of integration and customization may be needed, than what the BeoLink Gateway can deliver.

In those cases we have made a collaboration with the major manufacturers of home automation systems to support direct communication with our products via IP, to make it simple to integrate.
Summing up

All the features you need, Built-in!
A Bang & Olufsen product is much more than just a TV or just an audio system. A Bang & Olufsen TV has built-in the option to place it on a motorized floor stand or wall bracket, so that the placement of your TV can adapt to your interior design instead of having to adapt your interior design to your TV.

Also having the built-in surround sound decoder with support for wireless speakers adds a lot of flexibility when designing an audio system for the home. It is easy to create different listening positions (sweetspots) where the sound is optimal, instead of traditionally having only one sweetspot in front of the TV.

And of course not to forget the built-in BeoLink functionality. With BeoLink Multiroom enabled out of the box, sound can travel everywhere in the home wirelessly. Most of the Bang & Olufsen products from the past, present and future can take part of a BeoLink Multiroom system and it is based on simple operation via one-touch to start the music and the BeoMusic App to explore your content.

One remote
Since 1985 we decided to control all our products from only one remote. This has carried on so that you from a single TV will be able to control all connected sources from one Beo remote. We have extended the one remote concept to include control of all other products in your home. Starting with light control and today being able to control all kinds of automated products like lighting, curtains, climate and doors.

BeoLink Gateway
The BeoLink Gateway has over the years grown to be a powerful AV and home automation controller. With built-in drivers for many lighting and home automation brands it gives very easy, quick and intelligent programming to seamlessly integrate all electrical components like audio, video, lighting, climate, security, IP cameras, blinds, windows, door locks, garage ports, coffee machines and much more.

The drivers makes it possible to control all these solutions via the Beo4 / BeoRemote One remote. It is also possible to control all this via an app for iPad, iPhone and even directly on a Bang & Olufsen TV screen.
BANG & OLUFSEN
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS